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comment.

I have nothing against building the A's new ballpark at Howard
Terminal - I am 100% supportive of it. We are looking forward to
having the ballpark near our community where so many of us
can easily walk or ride our bikes to the ballpark from West
Oakland, or bart there. Wherever the ballpark is built there will
always be extra traf�c on game days no matter the location - and
as it stands, West Oakland freeways (primarily 880) is always full
of standing traf�c, and the Port of Oakland has lots of trucks
going in and out all day every day, so it really won't make a
difference in air quality for the surrounding areas. We only see a
long list of positives in building the A's new ballpark at Howard
Terminal. Jack London Square is a prime neighbor for this sort of
development and the surrounding area is full of warehouses and
commercial buildings which can be converted into apartments,
lofts, retail, restaurants, parking structures, etc. Lots of people will
bart there - either to West Oakland or Downtown Oakland and
walk - in San Francisco, people walk from Market street all the
way out to AT&T... it's part of the journey and adventure of going
to the game. The amount of business local restaurants, bars,
vendors, etc. receive from all the walk by traf�c is huge. We're
excited and looking forward to this!
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